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Abstract 

Backaround 

Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) is a new internal combustion 

system that promises high efficiency and dramatically reduced nitrous oxide (NOJ 

and particulate matter (PM) emissions when compared to current spark ignition (SI) 

and compression ignition (CI) engine technologies. In its simplest form, HCCI can be 

described as lean autoignition of a homogeneous fueVair mixture that occurs without 

a flame front. HCCI can in theory be achieved using almost any fuel, provided that it 

evaporates readily and has a short enough ignition delay that it can be made to 

autoignite under the conditions typically found in an IC engine. 

Basically HCCI incorporates the best features of a SI (petrol) and CI (diesel) engine. 

Like in a SI engine, the fuel and air in the cylinder is allowed to be well mixed before 

the onset of combustion which promotes cleaner buming (Low PM) and like in a CI 

engine the engine is operated overall fuel-lean and therefore has no throttling losses 

and near zero NOx emissions. The mixture is also compression ignited in the same 

way as in a CI engine. This causes combustion to occur simultaneously throughout 

the combustion chamber and thus no flame front is present. 

Motivation 

Controlling combustion phasing is one of the biggest challenges with HCCI. The 

purpose of the study was to determine the effectiveness of a Hot Tube igniter for 

initiating HCCI combustion. The igniter conSists of a capped tube that protrudes from 

the combustion chamber and is heated from the outside. By controlling the 

temperature of the tube, it is possible that some control can be gained over the start 

of combustion. 

Sasol sponsored this research project and their interest in HCCI lies on the fuels side 

where HCCI testing capabilities are a prerequisite for any fuels research that the 

company wants done in this field. Upgrading an existing single-cylinder research 

engine with a fuel injection system and comprehensive instrumentation, data 

acquisition and control hardware provides this capability. 

Iv 
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Results 

After spending a lot of effort on upgrading the engine, HCCI running was achieved 

with great success from the start. 

A series of tests were done using high and low octane fuels and stable HCCI 

operation was achieved with all fuels tested. The fuels used were n-Heptane (low 

octane) and Methanol (high octane, low surface ignition temperature). 

The Hot Tube igniter was tested concurrently for temperatures up to 400°C and was 

found to be ineffective in initiating HCCI combustion. This was a surprising result 

because with Methanol, which is known to have a low hot surface ignition 

temperature, the Hot Tube had no effect on combustion. The modelling suggested 

that autoignition should be initiated in the Hot Tube. The Hot Tube did, however, 

lower that rate of pressure rise in the cylinder. 

The experimental results for nonnal running (without the Hot Tube) correlated well 

with combustion modelling that was done prior to the test program. 

Conclusion 

The Hot Tube igniter proved ineffective in initiating HCCI combustion for the relatively 

low tube temperatures that were investigated. 

The work done during this project provides the Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory 

with a tool with which further HCCI research can be done. 

Recommendations 

Refinements to the instrumentation and data acquisition system are strongly 

recommended. 

If a way can be found to reliably heat the Hot Tube to higher temperatures than the 

ones used in this study, more tests can be done to confinn the findings. 

v 
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Detennination of the effectiveness of a Hot Tube igniter for initiating HCCI combustion 

1 Introduction 

1.1 HCCI Combustion 

The continued pressure placed on engine and fuel manufacturers to reduce internal 

combustion (Ie) engine emissions has lead to a global drive to develop new cleaner 

engines and combustion systems. The possibility of a looming global fuel crisiS has 

also focussed manufacturers' attention on improving engine efficiency and reducing 

fuel consumption. 

Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) has been identified as being a 

promising new combustion system that could provide solutions to the challenges 

mentioned above. Heel combines the advantages of both spark ignition (SI) and 

compression ignition (el) in a single system that offers both dramatically reduced 

emissions and improved efficiency. As with any emerging technology. there are a 

number of challenges that will have to be overcome before the system can be 

commercialised. Continued research is being done wor1dwide to bring Heel into the 

market. 

In principle Heel combustion is the controlled autoignitlon of a lean homogeneous 

fuel/air mixture. Premixed fuel and air gets compressed during the compression 

stroke and the pressure and temperature rise causes the mixture to autoignite. 

Combustion is purely controlled by the chemical kinetics of the fuel and thus there is 

no direct control over the start of combustion. This lack of control over combustion 

phasing is one of the biggest challenges facing Heel development. 

1.2 Hot Tube ignition 

This study investigates the use of a Hot Tube igniter to initiate Heel combustion. Hot 

Tubes were originally used on SI engines before the electric spark plug ignition was 

developed. The igniter consists of a capped tube that protrudes from the combustion 

chamber and is heated from the outside. During engine running some portion of the 

Sasol Advanced Fuels laboratory 

University of Cape Town 1 
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mixture gets compressed in the tube exposing it to the hot inner surface. Heat 

transfer from the tube to the mixture can cause a sufficient rise in the temperature to 

make the mixture in the tube autoignite before the rest of the mixture in the 

combustion chamber. The pressure and temperature rise due to autoignition can 

then "nudge" the bulk of the mixture into autoigniting. By controlling the temperature 

of the tube, it is possible that some control can be gained over the start of 

combustion. 

1.3 Objectives 

III For the purpose of this study it is necessary to upgrade and modernise an 

existing experimental engine setup. A Ricardo E6 single-cylinder 

experimental engine dating from 1968 is available as test engine but needs a 

lot of work to get it up to modem engine test standards. 

III By upgrading the engine, create a tool with which further HCCI research can 

be done. 

III A Hot Tube igniter needs to be designed and fitted to the engine 

III A range of tests with and without the Hot Tube needs to be done with different 

fuels to capture engine data for analysis and comparison. 

III Through analysis of the data captured during the tests, the effectiveness of 

the Hot Tube needs to be determined. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This document is structured in such a way that the scientific method used for the 

investigation can be followed. 

Chapter 2 is a review of the relevant literature. It starts by giving a broad overview of 

HCCI in general and this is followed by a discussion on the proposed use of a Hot 

Tube igniter. 

Chapter 3 discusses the experimental design and the computer modelling that was 

done to determine experimental operating conditions. 

Sasel Advanced Fuels laboratory 

University of Cape Town 2 
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Chapter 4 covers the experimental setup. The test apparatus and procedures are 

discussed. 

Chapter 5 gives the results of the engine testing and analyses done on the engine 

data. The results are also interpreted and discussed throughout. 

Chapter 6 gives the conclusions of the study and recommendations for further work. 

Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory 

University of Cape Town 3 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 What is HCCI? 

Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition is an internal combustion process that 

promises high efficiency and dramatically reduced nitrous oxide (NOJ emissions 

when cornpared to current spark ignition and compression ignition engine 

technologies. In its simplest form, HCCI can be described as lean autoignition of a 

homogeneous fuel/air mixture that occurs without a flame front [Zhao F. et at, 

2003(a»). HCCI can in theory be achieved using almost any fuel, provided that it 

evaporates readily and has a short enough ignition delay that it can be made to 

autoignite under the conditions typically found in an IC engine. 

Basically HCCI incorporates the best features of an 51 and CI engine. Like in a 51 

engine, the fuel and air in the cylinder is allowed to be well mixed before the onset of 

combustion which promotes cleaner burning and like in a CI engine it is operated 

overall fuel-lean and can therefore benefit from a higher thermal efficiency and no 

throttling losses. The mixture is ignited by compressing it and thereby raising the 

temperature and pressure of the mixture in the same way as in a CI engine. This 

causes combustion to occur simultaneously throughout the combustion chamber and 

thus no flame front is present. The absence of a flame front also means that the 

flammability limits associated with 51 combustion is irrelevant for HCCI running. 

The reduction in emissions is due to the fact that: 1) the peak burned gas 

temperatures are much lower than in the flame front of a 51 engine or the diffusion 

flame combustion in a CI engine. This causes much lower NOx emissions; and 2) 

there is no fuel-rich diffusion burning taking place. Particulate matter (PM) emissions 

are therefore reduced to near-zero levels. 

HCCI engines potentially offer efficiency levels comparable to those of diesel engines 

while engine-out NOx emissions can be as low as tailpipe NOx emissions of a 

conventional 51 engine with aftertreatment. 

Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory 

University of Cape Town 4 
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Despite all the advantages mentioned above, HCCI poses its own unique set of 

challenges: 

• High hydrocarbon (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions 

• Narrow operating range in terms of load and speed 

• Difficulty in controlling combustion phasing 

• Low specific power output 

As is the case with all homogeneous combustion systems, a significant amount of 

fuel is stored in in-cylinder crevices and escapes combustion [Zhao F. et aI., 

2003(b)]. In a normal SI engine, burned gas temperatures are high enough to 

consume this unburned fuel during the power (expansion) stroke. In an HCCI engine 

this is not the case with burned gas temperatures being much lower due to lean 

operation and therefore HC emissions are high compared to conventional SI engines. 

The burned gas temperatures are also too low to complete the CO to CO2 oxidation 

reaction during combustion and CO emissions increases. 

HCCI engines need to be operated fuel-lean to limit the rates of pressure rise due to 

the near simultaneous combustion of all of the in-cylinder mixture. This limits the load 

range over which the engine can be operated and thus the maximum power output 

for a given engine displacement will always be lower than a SI or CI engine. 

Since a homogeneous mixture is compression ignited, there is no direct control over 

the start of combustion (combustion phasing). The timing of the autoignition event is 

controlled purely by the pressure and temperature history of the charge in the 

cylinder. This means that the mixture conditions at inlet valve closure (IVC) and the 

subsequent development thereof needs to be precisely controlled. This is easy 

enough at steady state conditions but becomes especially difficult during transient 

engine operation. 

HCCI engines can be used wherever an IC engine is used today - from automotive 

to heavy duty truck engines and every size class of transportation engine. HCCI is 

particularly well suited to stationary applications where operation is limited to 

narrower load and speed ranges, because of the engine's characteristic narrower 

band of operation. HCCI combustion, its challenges and other aspects of this 

research project will be discussed in greater depth in the remainder of this chapter. 

Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory 

University of cape Town 5 
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2.2 Why HCCI? 

The driving force behind all the current HCCI research around the world is the ever 

increasing pressure, to reduce vehicle emissions and improve fuel economy. This 

inevitably means that engine manufacturers have to find new and innovative ways to 

get their engines to run cleaner and more efficiently. 

As mentioned in the previous section, HCCI offers significant emission reductions 

and this makes it a very attractive combustion system to achieve future emissions 

targets. The regulated exhaust emissions from vehicles are the following [Schaberg, 

2005]: 

• Total hydrocarbons (THC - Europe) and non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC 

-USA) 

• Carbon monoxide (CO) 

• Nitrogen oxides (NOJ 

• Particulate Matter (PM) (diesel only) 

HCCI combustion principles can be applied to both 51 and CI engines and the results 

are equally impressive. In 51 engines, NOx emissions can be reduced to near-zero 

level without any aftertreatment due to the lean autoignition causing lower peak gas 

temperatures during combustion which practically eliminates the formation of NOx. 

CI engines have the characteristic that one can either reduce PM or NOx. but not 

both at the same time and as one is reduced, the other increases. It is referred to as 

the PM - NOx trade-off and is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 2-1. In Fig. 2-2 the 

attainable HCCI operating range is compared to the current CI range. Pollutant 

formation is not the focus of this review but a detailed discussion of it can be found in 

Heywood (1988a). 

Due to its premixed nature, PM emiSSions are virtually eliminated under HCCI 

conditions in a diesel engine, while NOx emissions are also reduced dramatically due 

to lower peak gas temperatures in the cylinder. 

Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory 

University of cape Town 
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HCCI also offers the potential to reduce fuel consumption by 15 - 20 %, especially at 

low load conditions in an 51 engine. This is possible because the engine can be 

operated unthrottled and therefore pumping losses are eliminated. Reductions in fuel 

consumption are also made possible by improved thermodynamic efficiency due to 

lean operation. Fuel economy and CO2 emissions are linked to a large extent and 

since there has been a stronger focus on CO2 emissions of late, HCCI might be part 

of the solution to achieving some of the CO2 reduction goals [Schaberg, 2005]. 

2.3 Challenges with HCCI 

As stated previously, HCCI combustion poses a unique set of challenges that have to 

be overcome before it can be commercialised on a large scale. These challenges 

include expanding the limited operating range, finding ways to accurately control 

combustion phasing and getting the engine to run smoothly during transient 

operation. Each of these challenges will be discussed below. 

2.3.1 Control of combustion phasing 

Combustion phasing is controlled by the chemical kinetics of the fuel meaning that 

the pressure, temperature and concentration history of the fueVair mixture in the 

cylinder determines when autoignition will occur. Also, because autoignition is time 

dependent, engine speed will also influence combustion phasing. Therefore the 

parameters that influence the mixture history. need to be controlled. 

The key parameters that can be utilised for HCCI combustion phasing control can be 

summarised as follows: 

.. Inlet conditions (temperature and pressure) 

.. Fuel type, concentration and additives 

.. Compression ratio 

.. Amount of EGR or reSiduals trapped in the cylinder 

.. Glowplugs 

.. Water injection 

Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory 

University of cape Town 8 
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To achieve steady HCCI operation one requires a critical amount of thermal energy 

to be present in the cylinder at IVC. The lower the load and the higher the speed, the 

more energy is required. For 51-like HCCI some form of energy input is usually 

needed to assist in getting the fuel to autoignite since 51 fuels are generally very 

resistant to autoignition. This energy input can be in the form of inlet air heating or 

EGR. 

The effect of intake air temperature has been studied widely in the literature and has 

proved to be very effective in initiating autoignition. A higher intake temperature 

advances autoignition and increases heat release rates. Due to the fact that 

autoignition is very sensitive to changes in temperature. the controllable range when 

using intake heating is fairly limited. Compounding this problem is the fact that when 

engine speed and load changes, autoignition timing will also vary, unless the intake 

temperature can be changed to compensate for the change. Temperature 

compensation is very slow on a cycle to cycle basiS and it is therefore not an 

effective means to control autoignition [Zhao F. et a!., 2003(c)]. 

EGR promotes HCCI combustion by heating the intake charge. EGR makes use of 

the thermal energy in the exhaust gases to heat the fresh intake charge. This can be 

achieved by either routing some of the exhaust gases back into the intake (external 

EGR) or by trapping some exhaust gas in the cylinder (internal EGR) through 

variable valve actuation (VVA). A further advantage of the use of EGR is the dilution 

effect which can be used to control heat release rate, due to its effect on chemical 

reaction rates. This increases the ignition delay and lowers heat release rate and 

peak cylinder pressures [Ishibashi Y. et al., 1996]. 

Using the compression ratiO as a means to control HCCI has also been investigated 

[Christenson, 1999]. A higher compression ratio will increase the mixture temperature 

during compression and thus advance the autoignition timing. A higher compression 

ratio lowers the optimum intake temperature which results in higher intake density 

and higher output [Hiraya, 2002]. It also improves the thermal efficiency of the engine 

due to larger expansion ratiOS. High compression ratiOS can however lead to knock 

problems at higher engine loads especially when low octane fuels are used. A 

variable compr~ion ratio could solve this problem, but the control response of the 
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systems tried to date are once again too slow for control during rapid transient 

operation [Zhao F. et al., 2003(d)]. 

Fuel selection is obviously a very important factor for HCCI engine development. In 

theory, an HCCI engine can run on any liquid or gaseous fuel that can be mixed with 

air prior to autoignition [Aceves et aI., 2003]. Volatility and autoignition characteristics 

have been identified as important fuel parameters and the choice of fuel will greatly 

influence engine operating parameters such as compression ratio, intake 

temperature and EGR required. Fuels with Single-stage ignition 1 are less sensitive to 

load and speed changes and thus allow HCCI operation over a wider range of engine 

operating conditions [Zhao F. et ai., 2003(e)]. HCCI fuel requirements will be 

discussed in greater depth in section 2.6. 

Forced induction or boosting can be used to increase the engine's IMEP by 

increasing intake charge density and extend the engine's operational range of air-fuel 

ratio for HCCI operation [Zhao F. et at, 2003(#)]. Boosting leads to high cylinder 

pressures and this could limit its application. Studies done by Christensen et al. 

(1998) and Olsson et al. (2001) showed the potential benefits of boosting to be 

higher achievable IMEP and efficiency at high loads, but drawbacks included lower 

effiCiency at low loads and increased turbocharger pumping losses due to lower 

exhaust temperatures. 

The use of glowplugs for HCCI control has been investigated. Problems with 

response time, limited heating capacity and complicated control were identified as 

being key issues for their application especially during rapid tranSients [Zhao F. et al., 

2003(g)]. 

The use of water injection to control phasing and heat release has been studied 

lately. Christensen et al. (1999) showed that water injection could be used to control 

ignition timing, but that it caused an increase in the already high emissions of HC and 

1 Single stage ignition refers to the way certain fuels read when autoigniting. The heat 

release associated with combustion occurs in a single stage once a certain level of pressure 

and temperature is reached. This is opposed to two-stage ignition where oxidation happens in 

two stages - partial oxidation followed by a distind time delay before oxidation goes to 

completion. 
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co NO, emissions were even lower than for norrn<ll HCCI combustion W<lter 

consumed w<ls in the order of tile fuel flow [ZhclO F. et ai, 2oo3(h)]. Kaneko et al 

(2002) investigated the effect 01 water injection on diesel HCCI combustion. They 

fO\Jnd that it Ilad a sfgnificant effect in suppressing the he<lt r~ease rate and that tile 

low NO" smokeless combustion r,H)]e coold be extended to higher loads 

2.3.2 Expansion of Operating Range 

Currently the load and spetd rdnge for which acceptJble HCCI combustion can be 

achieved is in the oreler of 0.5 - 4 B<lr BMEP and 600 - 4000 rpm JZhao et al,2002]. 

althougll Duffy et al (2005) reported a BMEP of over 10 Bar adlieved in tests done 

<It Caterpillar. Fig. 2"3 SliOWS a cornp<lrison between the Imd and sp€ed ranges 

aGilievable with HCCI. SI and CI Tile figure was adopted from a presentation by Xu 

(2005) but it seems to indicate IIlat neither CI nor SI engines Gln be opcr<ltcd <It low 

speed and high load. It is known th<lt heavy duty engines <lre operated in this region. 

However, tile point nlade IIlat HCCI engines Giln not be operated at the same levels 

of speed and load as SI <lnd CI, is valid 

, ,, ., , "" '" W ,' 1'1 ' 
en(Jinesp"",1 "Pill) 

Figur9 2-3 COOlPari&an be~Nee!1 lo<ld arxl s.p,;ed ranges for HCCI arld SI mnning Adupted 

from Xu (2005) 

Exp<lrtding ttle operating rclnge of HCCI engines is <lS import<lnt <lS findir.g ways to 

<lccurately control combustion pllasing. Hlgll Imd opcr<ltion is limited by excessively 

Iligh r<ltes of he<lt rclmse and Iligh engine noise levels. TllUS, HCCI operation IS 

limited to p<lrt-load conditions <lrld this reduces the benefits of this technology. 
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Various techniques to widen the operating range have been investigated. These 

include different fuel injection strategies, the use of in-cylinder residuals or EGR, 

water injection, fuel additives and boosting. The pros and cons of these were 

discussed in section 2.1.1. Until now no single technique has been found that can be 

applied to mass production. 

Supercharging has been named as a promising way to expand the operating range, 

but questions surrounding engine structure limits and combustion noise remain 

unanswered [Zhao F. et aI., 2003(i)]. 

High load diesel-HCCI shows very small NOx emission benefits over normal CI 

running and the efficiency advantage of gasoline-HCCI is almost lost at high load due 

to the essentially unthrottled operation of an SI engine at these loads. Emissions 

from a gasoline-HCCI engine compared to a stoichiometric SI engine with three-way 

aftertreatment, does not show a great advantage for HCCI. 

HCCI operation at near idle loads and at cold start is also still problematic. At low 

loads there is not sufficient thermal energy available in the residuals or EGR to 

trigger autoignition. Also, HC and CO emissions increase at low loads due to reduced 

combustion efficiency. For cold start heat loss to the combustion chamber walls are 

very high and therefore HCCI operation becomes a problem. 

Taking all of the abovementioned into account, it seems inevitable that for HCCI to 

be commercialised, it will have to be run as a dual-mode engine switching between 

HCCI and SI or HCCI and CI to maintain good combustion. The challenge will remain 

to expand the HCCI range to maximise the benefits of this technology. 

2.3.3 Transient Operation 

Under normal driving conditions an engine will only run at steady state conditions (ie. 

fixed load and speed) for limited periods of time. Thus, for HCCI engines to become 

a viable power source for automotive applications, they will need to be able to handle 

transient operation very well. 
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Heel combustion is very sensitive to changes in operating conditions, especially any 

changes that affect intake charge temperature. Many of the measures used to control 

autoignition in the engine are not suited to transient operation, since the speed with 

which they can be controlled simply is not fast enough to keep up with rapid transient 

operation. Intake air heating, variable compression ratio mechanisms and glow plugs 

for instance can not react fast enough during rapid transients to maintain good 

combustion. Many of the issues regarding transient operation and mode-switching is 

currently being researched and good progress is being made in finding ways to 

ensure smooth operation [Xu, 2005]. 

2.4 Gasoline HCCI Combustion 

Most of the current research in the Heel field concentrates either on gasoline-like 

Heel or diesel-like Heel. In this section aspects specmc to gasoline-Heel will be 

discussed as the work done during this study will concentrate on gasoline-like 

operation. 

The biggest challenge with Heel combustion is to find a way to use existing 

mechanical measures like different fuel injection strategies and WA [Zhao F. et aI., 

20030)] to control combustion phasing and duration. For gasoline-Heel a thermal 

energy input is required to promote combustion due to the reSistance of gasolines to 

autoignition. While raising the compression ratio and intake temperature promotes 

combustion, it is not a very practical approach to controlling combustion. For a dual

mode gasoline Heel engine the compression ratio is limited to around 12:1 to still 

allow acceptable full load operation without severe knocking and there are limits to 

the amount of intake heating that can be done using heat available in the exhaust or 

engine coolant. The most efficient way to promote autoignition is the use of high 

levels of EGR and various strategies exist to implement it in the engine. 

To get the full efficiency benefit of Heel, the engine will have to be operated where a 

normal 51 engine is highly throttled. A number of aspects concerning gasoline-Heel 

will be discussed below. 
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2.4.1 Dilution Strategies 

The use of EGR has been found to be the most practical approach to achieve good 

HCCI combustion in gasoline engines. 

EGR can either be implemented by routing some of the exhaust gases back into the 

intake (external EGR) or by trapping exhaust gases in the cylinder through WA 

strategies. A disadvantage of external EGR is heat loss that occurs along the transfer 

route, while WA increases mechanical and control complexity. 

EGR is very effective at light loads, but falls short at idle and near-idle loads where 

there is not enough thermal energy available in the exhaust to heat the intake charge 

sufficiently and at high loads there is too little dilution to moderate the heat release. 

2.4.2 Compression Ratio 

Raising the compression ratio is one of the most obvious ways to promote 

autoignition, but the need to integrate gasoline-HCCI into a dual-mode SI engine 

limits it to around 12:1. Increasing compression ratio also creates problems with 

combustion noise and the higher in-cylinder gas temperatures cause higher levels of 

chemical reactivity, advanced ignition timing and much higher heat release rates. 

Studies performed by Najt et al. (1983) and Thring (1989) both concluded that lower 

compression ratios suited gasoline-HCCI better. 

Christensen et al. (1998) showed the potential of using a variable compression ratio, 

but such systems are complex and difficult to implement. 

The best compromise seems to be to select the highest compression ratio for which 

full-load SI running is possible. Other ways will have to found to promote autoignition 

at low loads. 
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2.4.3 Fuel Injection 

For fuel delivery one has the choice of two systems - port fuel injection (PFI) or direct 

injection (01). PFI gives a long mixing time and therefore a very homogeneous 

mixture. 01 offers the potential advantage for combustion phasing control through 

changes in injection timing. The charge stratification that can be obtained with 01 can 

influence heat release significantly [Mamot et al. 2002]. 

2.4.4 Autoignition Control 

Gaining direct control over autoignition is the aim of much of the current Heel 

research. It would solve many of the inherent difficulties with Heel combustion. 

Mamot et a!. (2002) used a secondary direct injection to trigger combustion but this 

increased NOx emissions. With late injection timings the combustion was more 

stratified and smoke emissions increased. 

The effect of a spark seemed to yield conflicting results. Ishibashi et at (1996) found 

it to be effective in a two-stroke engine, but Ma et al. (2001) and Law et al. (2000) 

found it to have no effect in a four stroke engine. 

2.4.5 Emissions 

In Heel mode, low peak burned gas temperatures result in dramatically reduced 

NOx emissions, while the same low temperatures cause increased He and eo 

emissions. At low loads He emissions increase due to reduced combustion efficiency 

and due to the lower temperatures, CO can not be oxidised to CO2. He and eo 

emissions can be as much as 50% higher than in normal SI engines. 

Higher EGR levels causes the emissions to be reingested into the engine and it can 

be burned during following cycles. The high EGR levels also cause reduced exhaust 

temperatures at lower loads which could cause problems with catalyst functioning 

[Zhao F. et at, 2003(k)]. 
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2.5 Hot Tube Ignition 

The main focus of this study is to detennine the effectiveness of a Hot Tube igniter in 

initiating HCCI combustion. It is proposed that similar to their initial use as igniters in 

ear1y 51 engines, the Hot Tube could be used to initiate autoignition in an HCCI 

engine. 

Hot Tube ignition was used on many of the very ear1y IC engines. Designers like 

Wright, Kjelsberg and Day [little, 2003] used it on different types of engines, but 

Daimler and Maybach gave this type of ignition a definite boost and consolidated it as 

the state of the art when they used it on their first ever gasoline driven engine in 

1883. 

They also used this ignition on their "Grandfather Clock" engine which had an output 

of 0.75 kW at 600rpm with a displacement of 0.2461itres [little, 2003]. From this time 

Hot Tube ignition was the preferred ignition system used by most designers. 

The hot tubes of that era all consisted of a capped tube with the open end connected 

to the combustion chamber. Heat was supplied to the outside of the tube, usually 

with a Bunsen-type burner. Most designs featured another tube surrounding the first 

to isolate the system against heat loss and asbestos was often used to line the outer 

tube. Ignition was achieved when the fueVair mixture gets forced into the tube at the 

end of compression stroke and the fuel ignited off the hot inner surface of the tube. 

The flame then propagated to the rest of the combustion chamber. Fig. 2-4 shows a 

typical Hot Tube design. 
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Hot 
Tube 

Figllre 2-4 An e~rty Hot Tube design 

The pCfllJ18rity of the Hot Tube was due tu the tact that, hy changing the effective 

length of the tuhe, the ignItion timing could be set Longer lengths advanced ignitiun 

and shof1er lengths retarded it Hot Tube durability W<lS, hOY/ever, a serious problem 

due to the poor qU.3lity of nl.3teri.3ls .3v.3ilable.3t the tllne. The earliest iron tube~ had 

to be repl<lced allTlu~t un a daily b<lsis [Little, 2003]. Thicker iron tubes and later 

ceramic versions improved durability dramatiwlly, bul it was stili fairly poor curnpared 

to what is achievable today. 

Hot Tube ignition was still used until around 191 Q when Roberl Bosch introduced its 

electrical ignillon using a Sp,9rk plug similar 10 what is used currently. This electriwl 

system improved ignition dram<ltic;Jlly and the use of Hot Tubes quickly went out of 

fashion 

The sub~equent use of heated surfaces in the combustiun chamber were Inootly 

limited tu gluw plLJfjs used in CI engines to assist cOlnbu~tiUl1 during cold start~lg 

The use of glow plugs to initi.3te or .3SSist Hcel CCHllbustion ll.3s been investigated, 

but its operation proved tu be prublernatic (ZIl.3u F. et al ,2()03(1)] 

In IIlis ,,;tudy, Ihe use 01 an electrically he<lted Hot Tube is proposed as <l possible 

means to COlltrof Heel comhllstion. Wheo rllnning <In engine in Heel mode, fuel and 

air is mixed homogeneously and CUITlpressed to such levels th<ll it autuignites. The 
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rationale behind using a Hot Tube is that it is possible that by exposing some portion 

of the mixture to elevated temperatures in the Hot Tube, one can initiate HCCI 

combustion at that point. This primary autoignition in the Hot Tube can then cause a 

sufficient rise in pressure and temperature to "nudge" the rest of the mixture in the 

combustion chamber into autoigniting. In this way control can be gained over 

combustion phasing. This study will test this hypothesis. 

The advantage of using a Hot Tube over other approaches found in literature is that a 

small portion of the mixture is forced into the tube and is exposed to a relatively large 

heated area. Heat can then be transferred to the mixture to heat it. One of the 

problems with glow plugs is that they have a relatively small surface area and with 

the fluid motion in the cylinder during compression, the heat transferred to the 

mixture is spread to the whole mixture, which limits the heating effect. 

2.6 The role of the fuel 

Considering the nature of HCCI combustion it is obvious that the choice of fuel is 

vital when designing such an engine. Engine hardware and control strategies have to 

be tailored around making the fuel autoignite at the right moment during every engine 

cycle to maximise the fuel economy and emissions benefit of this combustion 

system. 

The autoignition timing of a fuel depends on the temperature, pressure and 

concentration history of the charge during compression [Zhao F. et ai., 2003(m»). All 

the proposed HCCI control strategies employ different dilution, valve timing, fuel 

injection and charge heating strategies to control this mixture history and get the fuel 

to autoignite at the right time. 

it is accepted that current HCCI operation is limited to part load. High loads cause 

excessive rates of pressure rise and engine noise becomes unacceptably high, while 

at near idle loads peak gas temperatures are too low to sustain combustion and CO 

and HC emissions increase dramatically [Zhao F. et al., 2003(n)]. For these reasons, 

an HCCI engine for automotive use will inevitably be a multi-mode engine, switching 

between HCCI and SI or HCCI and CI running depending on load. For such engines 
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the fuel requirements are extreme. One would need a gasoline that autoignites 

readily while in HCCI mode (fuel must have a low octane rating) and when in 51 

mode the fuel will need to have a high octane rating to avoid knocking. For diesel the 

opposite is true. In HCCI mode a low cetane fuel is ideal, while at fun load a high 

cetane fuel with short ignition delay is preferred. 

Taking the above into account it is possible that HCCI engines might have to be dual

fuelled, with one fuel for HCCI running and another for 51 or CI full load operation. 

This is a concern because of the cost penalty of having two fuel systems and the 

increased complexity of controlling transient operation. 

The use of fuel additives can be a possible solution to the problem of needing 

different fuel characteristics for different operating modes. On board blending of 

ignition promoters or inhibitors according to engine requirements can be used to 

tailor the fuel to specific running conditions. 

A large amount of research has been done to determine the effects different fuels 

have on HCCI combustion. Especially the primary reference fuels (PRF's) n-heptane 

and iso-octane have been studied extensively. These fuels are particular1y attractive 

because of their relative simplicity compared to gasoline and diesel and the fact that 

their behaviour can be modelled accurately using existing chemical kinetic 

mechanisms. These results can then be compared to actual experiments and have 

been useful for finding the effect of fuel octane rating on HCCI combustion [Zhao F. 

et aI., 2003(0)]. 
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3 .xpE~r.mental Design 

This chapter discusses aspects of the experimental design such as the combustion 

and ignition delay modelling and how these were used to determine the engine 

operating conditions needed for the different experiments. 

3.1 Combustion Modelling 

Computer modelling is used extensively in research to predict the behaviour of 

systems and substances under hypothetical conditions and therefore it can 

dramatically reduce the need for costly experimental work. For this exact reason, an 

engine and ignition delay model was developed to predict the behaviour of different 

fuels in an engine under HeCI conditions. The model predictions give a very good 

idea of what can be expected in the engine and at what conditions it needs to be run 

at to obtain a certain response. The models used will be discussed below. 

3.1.1 Engine model 

Even though there is an ever growing understanding of physics and chemistry, this 

understanding is still inadequate at a fundamental level to develop complete engine 

models incorporating the mechaniCS, thermodynamics and fluid dynamics into one 

model. For this reason, aU modelling focuses only on certain limited aspects of an 

engine and its working. 

The engine model used for the combustion modelling was originally developed to 

model an 51 engine and was adapted for Heel modelling. The model was developed 

in Microsoft Excel® using recognised techniques found in literature [Heywood, 1988]. 

It is a zero-dimensional thermodynamic model that predicts engine and fuel 

behaviour from IVC to EVa, by applying the laws of conservation of mass and 

energy. Combustion phasing is predicted using the ignition delay model discussed 

below. 
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The Hot Tube igniter is included in the model and is treated as a separate volume to 

the combustion chamber where heat is added to the charge. Pressure is assumed to 

be equal in the combustion chamber and the Hot Tube volume and the effect of 

different tube temperatures can easily be modelled. 

3.1.2 Ignition delay model 

An ignition delay model is incorporated in the engine model to predict combustion 

phasing. Ignition delay is the time it takes for a fueUair mixture to autoignite under 

specific pressure and temperature conditions. Thus, ignition delay is a critical 

parameter for HCCI combustion since the combustion event and phasing is purely 

controlled by the ignition delay chemistry. 

In the ignition delay model used, the predicted combustion phasing is based on a 

three exponential equation description of ignition delay as proposed by Yates et al. 

(2004) and Viljoen et al. (2005). 

The three exponential equation description of ignition delay is a vast improvement 

over the single exponential equation description proposed by Douad and Eyzat 

(1978) as it can account for the so-called Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) 

behaviour of some fuels. The three exponential equation model involves two 

regimes; a two-stage low temperature regime and a single stage high temperature 

regime. The ignition delay for each of the different stages are given by a single 

Arrhenius equation: 

H, 

't. = A.p-n, e T . , 

The two stages of the low temperature regime are sequential and are therefore 

expressed as the sum of the individual ignition delays, "t1 and "t2. while the high 

temperature regime presents a third competing reaction pathway and an ignition 

delay value of "ta. The description of ignition delay for the full temperature and 

pressure spectrum is then given by the inverse sum of the two options: 
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This model for calculating ignition delay was originally developed for predicting knock 

in 51 engines which are operated at around stoichiometric airlfuel ratios. HCCI 

engines are operated much leaner than this and therefore an air/fuel ratio correction 

factor was incorporated in the model. It was adopted from the unpublished work done 

by Londleni (2005). The correction is applied to 'towm:dl and is in the following form: 

,.. "" '10.775 
.. co,.,. ,overall - .. UVfl1'CI/I A 

This corrected overall ignition delay value is then used to calculate the combustion 

phasing by applying the conservation of ignition delay model of the form: 

1= J dt 
to 'i corr ,owm:dl 

The ignition delay value is calculated at every timestep in the model and at the 

timestep at which the integral reaches a value of 1, autoignition occurs. 

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show the ignition delay maps for the full temperature and 

pressure spectrum for n-Heptane and iso-Octane respectively. These maps illustrate 

visually how ignition delay is affected by pressure and temperature. 
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n-Heptane ID Map 

Figure 3-1 n-Heptane igrition dflay map 

These maps show the ditterence In ignition uel<iy of iso-Octane (oct3ne number = 

100) 3nd n-Hept3ne (octane number = 0). It is clmr that iso-Octane with its h;gller 

octane r3ting exhibits <l higher reSiSt3nce to 3lJtoignition Also visiole on 00111 rll;lPS is 

Ille so-called Negali'le Temperalure Coefficient (NTC) regioll where ignitiun uelay 

tJecomes longer Ille Ilgher the temperalure. Tilis pllenomenoll is dl<lr.lcteristic of 

parafinic fllels and is visiole as a Iwo-stage Ileat releas.e on cyllnuer pressure trdces 

An eX<lmple uf SUdl <I press.ure trdce is s~lOwn in Fig 3-3 where it is comp<lred to <l 

motored pressure trace to hig~llight Ule shape of the pressure development 
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3.1.3 Modelling Results 

Table 3-1 gives the predicted combustion phasing for n-Heptane. The prediction is 

for an inlet air temperature of 340 K and an engine speed of 1000 rpm. These values 

and the compression ratios indicated in table 3-1 were chosen after preliminary 

engine testing showed it to be where stable HCCI running was achievable. 

Table 3·1 Predicted combustion phasing for n-Heptane 

HT* Normal* 

lambda CR Phasing Phasing 

2 7.65 4° 12° 

2.5 8.2 2° 6° 

3 9.2 _2° 0° 

3.5 11.8 -60 -60 

4 14 _6° _6° 

*HT = Running with Hot Tube, Normal = Running without Hot Tube 
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4 Experimental Setup 

In this chapter the experimental apparatus, test procedures and operating criteria are 

discussed. One of the main objectives of the project was to develop a tool with which 

further Heel research can be done. Most of the work discussed in this chapter went 

towards achieving this objective. 

The design and implementation of the Hot Tube igniter is also discussed. 

4.1 Apparatus 

In the following sections various aspects of the setting up of the engine and 

instrumentation is discussed. 

4.1.1 System requirements 

To establish a tool for fundamental fuels research there are a number of 

requirements that need to be met. Ideally. the engine setup that is used must be as 

flexible as possible in changing various operating parameters to affect overall engine 

operating conditions. Parameters like engine speed and load, inlet air temperature 

and pressure (density), the amount of fuel supplied to the engine, valve timing, EGR, 

spark ignition timing etc. need to be easily variable. Also of great importance is the 

ability to capture engine data and store it for post-processing. 

More specifically for Heel combustion testing the following requirements were set: 

• The engine used must be flexible enough to easily change compression ratio, 

inlet air temperature and amount of fuel supplied to the engine. 

• It must have a wide enough speed range to cover as much as possible of the 

known Heel operating range. 

• The engine has to be instrumented to such an extent that condition 

monitoring, control and data acquisition (OAQ) can be done. 
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II The engine must be safe to operate. Covers and safety guards need to be 

fitted to reduce the possibility of injuries resulting from contact with moving 

parts. 

4.1.2 Suitability of Ricardo E6 Engine 

It was decided to use a single-cylinder Ricardo E6 experimental engine. Being an 

experimental engine it is ideally suited to the purpose of Heel research. The 

following characteristics made the engine especially attractive: 

II The engine is fitted with a De dynamometer to motor or load the engine. 

II The engine is fitted with a laminar flow element for air flow measurement and 

a heating element for inlet air heating. 

II The engine is very robust. 

., The compression ratio can be varied between 4:1 and 20:1 while the engine 

is running by simply turning a handle on the side of the engine. 

II The engine has a usable speed range of 600 - 3000 rpm. 

II The cylinder head has two spark plug holes, making it very easy to fit a 

pressure transducer and the Hot Tube igniter Simultaneously. 

Looking at the characteristics mentioned above, it is clear that the Ricardo E6 offered 

a good platform from which to start. Modifications and additions to the existing engine 

is discussed in the following section. 

4.1.3 Modifications to Ricardo E6 Engine 

The University of Cape Town acquired the E6 engine in 1968 and since then Ie 

engine technology has developed dramatically. Extensive modernisation was needed 

to upgrade the engine to present standards. 

In its original form the E6 was fitted with a single barrel downdraught carburettor, a 

magneto-type ignition system and analogue temperature and pressure gauges. Fuel 

and air flow measurements were performed using a pipette and manometer 
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respectively, while engine speed and load control was handled by a very clumsy 

manually operated unit that controlled the dynamometer. Although these systems 

were not necessarily inaccurate, much more elegant electronic solutions exist today 

for engine control and condition monitoring. It was therefore decided to make the 

following modifications and additions to the engine: 

• Disable the carburettor and design and fit an electronic fuel injection system 

for more accurate fuel delivery. See Appendix A. 

• Replace the manual dynamometer controller with an electronically controlled 

DC drive that offers seamless switching between motoring and loading 

conditions. See Appendix A. 

• Replace analogue temperature and pressure gauges with thermocouples and 

pressure transducers, the output of which can be fed into a computer for 

control and monitoring purposes. 

• Fit a crank angle encoder to the engine for use with the DAQ system. 

• Fit an engine coolant heater to control the coolant temperature. 

• Install feedback control on both the inlet air and engine coolant heaters. 

• Fit a lambda sensor. 

• Replace the analogue spring balance used for torque measurement with a 

loadcell. 

• Build a mobile cabinet to house the different control units and a computer 

from which data acquisition can be done. 

• Fit the necessary safety guards to ensure that engine is safe to operate. 

• Design and fit a new adjustable ignition distributor to replace the existing 

magneto-type ignition system for alternative SI operation. 

All of the above was done and figures 4-1 - 4-4 show some of the results of these 

changes. The modification and preparation of the engine was a very time-consuming 

operation and took a significant amount of time to finalise. 
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Figure 4·1 The l u", irj ection system ~arllware_ 

•• 

Figura 4-2 TIle igrlilion di5lrit>ulor thai re~aced the old magneto ignit iln 
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Figure 4·3 The crank artgle crtCodcr fitted I(] th~ engine 

• - < • • 
• • • •• •• • • • 0 0 

Ffgure 4-4 The catJin>Jt I"lusing th~ instrument read·(lIJts dnd th ~ DAQ G!Mnput8f_ 
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4.1.4 Hot Tube igniter 

The Hot Tube igniter was pru~:>ed as a possible means to initiate HCCI comtlllstion 

by exposing some portkln of the fuci <lnd <lir mixture in the combustion chamber to 

the hot inner sunace of the tube Jt the end of the compression strGl<:e. Such an 

igniter needed to be c\esig ned lor th is purp<J:>e 

The design requirements for the Hot Tuue was as follows 

• The \;Initer must be of simple and robust desilln. 

• The 'gniter must l it onto the engine withrnJt modllic;Jtions to the engine itself 

• Since the tube will form pari of the Cl)mbuslic)n dlamber its volume will affect 

over~11 combustion chamber volume and thus the compression r~ tio. 

Therefore it was decided that it must not limit the maximum compression rdtio 

01 the engme to tJeklw 161 (CRm." of the stand<lrd engine is 20:1) 

• The tube must be elcctric~lIy he~ted <lnd Jutrnllatically cmlrolled. 

With these criteri~ In mmd w[)(k wen t <lhmd to design the Hot Tube. It seemed 

logic~1 to design the tutte to fit into one of the existing 14mm spark plug holes The 

tube length and inside diameter delermines its volume and these were chosen to 

meet the IllaXlllium compression ratio criteria The tube w~s machined Irom st~inless 

sted It W<lS chosen as m~teriill for its corrosion resist<lnce. ease of machining and 

availJbility. Heating wGUld be done Ihroll\lh a :lOOW cDiled electric heater wound 

arGUnd the oulside of the tube. The Iliaximum temperature th<lt the tutte C<ln be 

heated to is 40WC and i5 limited by the heating element Figures 4-5 <lnd 4-0 show 

the design of Ihe tube Jnd the lube installed on the engine respectively 

Saool Adv<YlC€'d FlIels Laoor<llory 
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1BmmHEX 

Figure 4·5 Design drawing 01 the Hat Tull" ~Iliter 

Figure 4·6 T~e Hot Tube igniter installed 00 tlw ellgiroe 

4.2 Experimental Procedure 

W ith the engine and Hot Tube >grHter prepared, suitable test conditioos ;lIld ~Il 

experilTlental procedure had to be decided on for assessllg the effectiveness of the 

Hot Tube. These arc discussed in the following two secti()lls 

Sasol Ad yancHi Fuels Lalx lratory 
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4.2.1 Test conditions 

As this was the first time ever that the Ricardo E6 was run in Heel mode, it was 

necessary to first determine the achievability of Heel combustion with this engine. 

Using the combustion model discussed in the previous chapter, a set of operating 

conditions was determined for the preliminary Heel experiments. Heel combustion 

was easily achieved under these conditions, proving both that the model was fair1y 

accurate and that the engine could easily be run in Heel mode. 

Since the operating conditions used for the preliminary tests fell within the known 

Heel range and stable operation was achieved, it was decided to run the 

experiments for this study at the same conditions. The operating conditions used are 

given in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1 The operating conditions used during the HCCI experiments. 

Engine Speed (rpm) 1000 
Inlet Air Temp (K) 340 
Engine Coolant Temp (OC) 60 
Hot Tube Temp (OC) varied 150 - 400 
lambda varied 2 - 4 
Compression Ratio varied 

4.2.2 Test procedure 

To determine the effectiveness of the Hot Tube igniter, a series of experiments would 

be done where the minimum compression ratiO needed for complete combustion at 

different A-values and Hot Tube temperatures would be determined. The theory is 

that the hotter the tube becomes, the more heat will be transferred to the mixture 

inside it which would raise the mixture temperature and shorten the ignition delay. 

The shortened ignition delay should then promote combustion. The minimum 

compression ratiOS needed at each A-value for Hot Tube and normal running can 

then be compared to see the effect of the Hot Tube igniter. 

Fig. 4-7 shows a flowchart of the experimental procedure. 
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Start up engine and heaters and 
allow to reach woriting temperature 

Set CR to low value· and switch on fuel injection 

Slowly raise CR until A shows set value 

OR~~-----------------' 

Lower CR until misfire occurs 

OR~~----------------~ 

Measure CR (misfire point) 

No 

Ves 

figure 4-1 A Flowchart of the experimental procedure used. ("'Elaborated in text) 
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For each test the engine would be motored and run until all the operating parameters 

set out in Table 4-1 reached steady state. Due to the large thermal inertia of the 

system this takes 10 -15 minutes. The DAQ system would also be readied. Once the 

conditions reached steady state the experiments could be started. 

With the Hot Tube installed the minimum compression ratios needed at a certain A

value was determined for a range of Hot Tube temperatures. This meant that for 

each A-value from A ::: 2 to A ::: 4 (in 0.5 steps) the minimum compression ratios 

needed for complete combustion were measured at different Hot Tube temperatures 

(150°C - 400°C in 50° steps). Three runs were done at each temperature pOint 

resulting in 90 experiments (5 A-values '* 6 Temperature points '* 3 runs at each 

point). After each change in Hot Tube temperature the system is left to reach steady 

state before measurements are done. 

lambda (A) was set to the specified value by adjusting the fuelling and checking the 

lambda sensor readout at a reasonably high compression ratio where one could be 

sure that complete HCCI combustion is occurring based on the combustion model. A 

is calculated based on airflow. Then the fuelling is switched off and the compression 

ratio is decreased to well below where any combustion would occur. 

The procedure for the experiments without the Hot Tube is essentially the same as 

the one described above, but instead of having to do 90 experiments, only 15 is 

necessary - 5 A-values '* 3 runs at each point. 

The exact criteria for the different conditions - starting, knocking and misfiring - are 

as follows: 

a Starting - The "start" point would have been reached when, while raising the 

compression ratio, the indicated A-value gets to within 0.1 of the set A-value. 

a Knocking - The "knock" point would have been reached when, while raiSing 

the compression ratio, the typical pressure oscillations associated with this 

phenomenon reaches a magnitude of 0.2 Bar. 

a Misfiring - The "misfire" point would have been reached when, while 

lowering the compression ratio, the indicated A-value increases to a value 0.1 

greater than the set A-value. 
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4.2.3 Data Acquisition and Post Processing 

The only meaningful way to compare Hot Tube and normal running was to analyse 

the in-cylinder pressure development. A pressure transducer was fatted to the engine 

for this purpose and its output was captured using a PC-based data acquisition 

system. The stored data was then processed and analysed using a spreadsheet 

application such as Microsoft Excel®. 

The DAQ system was developed using National Instruments® hardware and 

software. A 1 MHz DAQ card was used in conjunction with LabVie~ software to 

create an application that can store cylinder pressure data in a format that can be 

exported to MS Exce~. 

Inherent to HCCI combustion is very low cycle-to-cycle variability. Due to this, smaller 

amounts of data can be analysed and taken to be representative of a certain set of 

operating conditions. To verify this, pressure data from a large number of 

consecutive engine cycles were analysed and the coefficient of variation (COV) of 

IMEP and maximum cylinder pressure was determined from it. The COV of IMEP 

was 2.7% and COV of maximum pressure was 1.6%. The low variability made it 

possible to capture data of very few engine cycles and then select any single cycle to 

base the analysis on. 

Fig. 4-8 is a graph showing an average pressure trace and ones for +1 and -1 

standard deviation. 
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Cycle to Cycle Variations 
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Figure 4·/1 Gr<lpil "'lOW',rq low HCCI comtlLlstion vafiabolity_ 
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5 Experimental Results and Discussion 

The objective of the experimental work was to determine the effectiveness of the Hot 

Tube igniter when used as an initiator for Heel combustion. The tests were done 

with two different fuels, N-Heptane (PRF 0) and Methanol. N-Heptane was chosen 

because it autoignites under very mild engine operating conditions and thus it should 

be easy to achieve steady Heel running. Methanol was chosen because it is known 

that although it has a high octane number, it has a low hot surface ignition 

temperature [Hagen, 1977 and Downs, 1950] which could make it a suitable fuel to 

use in conjunction with the Hot Tube igniter. 

The results are presented graphically or in table form with a discussion under each 

heading. 

5.1 Hot tube test results 

The first set of tests were conducted with the hot tube fitted to the engine and using 

N-Heptane and Methanol as fuels. Tests were done at five different lambda values, 

each time keeping lambda constant and adjusting the Hot Tube temperature (HIT) to 

determine the effect this had on the compression ratio needed to sustain the different 

running conditions i.e. starting, knocking and misfiring. A detailed discussion of the 

engine operating conditions and the exact test procedure that was followed can be 

found in Chapter 4. 

5.1.1 N-Heptane 

Tables 5-1 - 5-5 show the results of tests done at the five different lambda values 

using N-Heptane. The values shown are averages of three runs at each operating 

point. 
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Table 5-1 Compression ratios needed at A ::: 2.0 

Lambda 2.0 

HTT* Start Knock Misfire 

150 8.17 8.17 7.64-

200 7.97 7.97 7.57 

250 7.96 7.98 7.50 

300 7.94 7.98 7.47 

350 8.09 8.12 7.54 

400 8.04 8.08 7.47 

*HTI ::: Hot Tube Temperature. 

Table 5-2 Compression ratios needed at A ::: 2.5 

Lambda 2.5 

HTT Start Knock Misfire 

150 8.78 9.46 8.46 

200 8.73 9.38 8.43 

250 8.71 9.19 8.40 

300 8.68 9.01 8.42 

350 8.76 9.35 8.45 

400 8.73 9.32 8.45 

Table 5-3 Compression ratios needed at A ::::: 3.0 

HTT 

150 

200 

250 

300 

350 

400 

Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory 

University of Cape Town 

Lambda 3.0 

Start Knock Misfire 

10.14 11.44 -
10.06 11.44 -
9.94 11.20 -

9.73 11.24 -

9.95 11.44 -
10.04 11.20 -
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Table 5-4 Compression ratios needed at A :: 3.5 

lambda 3.5 

HTT Start Knock Misfire 

150 10.98 - -
200 10.92 - -
250 10.89 - -
300 10.34 - -
350 10.53 - -
400 11.00 - -

Table 5-5 Compression ratios needed at A :: 4.0 

lambda 4.0 

HIT Start Knock Misfire 

150 11.86 - -
200 11.55 - -

250 11.87 - -
300 11.53 - -
350 11.47 - -
.400 11.50 - -

The reason for there not being any data listed for the knocking and misfiring 

conditions for A:::: 3,3.5 and 4 is that accurate measurements could not be made at 

these conditions. At A :::: 2 and A :::: 2.5 there was a very definite compression ratio at 

which the main heat release started or stopped occumng, while at A :::: 3, A :::: 3.5 and 

A :::: 4 there was a gradual increase or decrease in heat release as one increased or 

decreased the compression ratio. In other words, at A :::: 2 and A :::: 2.5 the engine was 

either running or not, while at A :::: 3, A :::: 3.5 and A :::: 4 partial combustion would take 

place for a range of compression ratios smaller than the ones listed as the starting 

compression ratio. A pOSSible explanation for this can be that at A :::: 2 and A ::: 2.5 the 

fuel concentration in the cylinder becomes too high to allow only partial combustion 

of the mixture. Once the main heat release starts occumng at some point in the 

combustion chamber the bulk of the mixture is "nudged" into autoigniting due to the 

high concentration and the rise in pressure and temperature in the cylinder. 
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The presence of the Hot Tuoo in the combustion chamber gave it acoustic 

characteristics whicll made measurirg knocking yery difficult as it introduced 

combustion chamoor rosonances which caused pressure oscillations that interferoo 

with the identilication of knocking at }" = 3 - 4 These pressure oscillations Viill be 

discussed in greater depth later in this chapter 

From these results it Cdr! 00 soon thdt for a sot air/fuel ratio (lambda value) the 

compression ratio needed to sustain the different engine running conditions show no 

dependence on the Hot Tuoo temperature 

T dble 5-6 and Fig 5-1 below sl'101"!S the average compression ratios (calculated lrom 

Ihe results givon aoove) needed to sustain the three operating conditions 

0 

~ 
0 
0 , , 
" I 
u 

Table 5·6 Avoragcd compro5sion ratios 

Lambda , Sbrt Knock Misfire 

2 8,03 8,05 7,53 

2.' 8.73 , 9.28 8.43 
_.- - --

3 9.98 1133 , -

3.' 10.78 - -
-

4 11.63 - , -

Comprl!SSIon ratios needed to sustain the 
different operating conditions 

12.0 

11 .0 

10.0 

o 0 

"' 
, 

" 
00 , 

" 2.' 

Lambda 

4 

Figure 5·1 Compmssion ratIOs nefl<kd to sLlst3in tim diflc'fcnt opcmtinq cmu itions 
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As was expected the compression ratio needed ilCreases as lambda increases due 

to the higher pressures and temperatures needed to achieve autoignilion of tile 

leaner mixtures 
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Comparative Pressure Traces 
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Fig urn 5-2 Comparalivc prCSSlJ(C traccs lor different A-v<Jlues 

Frum Fig 5-2 above it can be seen lhat N-Heptane shows vel)' distinct two-sl.3ge 

ignition which is a characteristic of paraffinic fuels These pressure traces were not 

taken at the same compression ratiu and that explains the s~litt in p~lasing as A 

Iflrreases 

5.1.2 Methanol 

After finishing tile N-Heptane tests. it was altempled 10 run the engine on methanol 

AltllOlJ{lh il has a Iligll oaane number. methanol is also known to have a low surface 

ignition temperature [Taylor. 19771 Wllidl could make it 5Uitable for use in conjunctiun 

with the Hot Tube 
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Every attempt was made to get the engine to run in Heel mode uSing the identical 

pardmeters set out tor tile N-Keptane test, but to no avail Thereafter the f~lowilg 

steps were taken to try and make the engine run 

• Raising the compression ratio to the maximum v81ue of 16.6:1 

• Increasing the inlet air temperature from 340 K to 390 K 

• DeCre8Sin!} ~ from 2 to -1.25 

• I_owering the engine speed from 1000 rrm to 600 rpm 

All of the above changes could still not get the engine to run It seems then that the 

Hot Tube W8S 81so not effective in initiating Heel combustion witll meth8nol 

5.2 Comparison between Hot Tube and Normal Running 

Alter running Ihe eng,ne with the Hoi Tube fitted, Ihe tests were repealed for the 

same conditions but this time witilOut tile Hot Tube As was tile C;Jse when testing 

with the Hot Tube, ~ W3S kept constant 3nd the compression mtio ch3nged to 

determine the compression ratio's needed to sustain the three differenl engine 

running conditions 

5.2.1 N-Heptane 

N-Heptane was used for the first sel of tests and the results «re presented belOW 

5.2.1.1 Re(luired compression ratio determination 

Table 5-7 shows the compression r«tios needed to sust8in the different engine 

ru nn in!} conditions for the live ~-v«lues tested. The v«lues are aver.lges of three (1Jns 

at eacll oper;Jting point 
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Table 5·7 Compres"i.;;n r;ltK)" needed I(if different engine n:mrlirlJ comAi(Jn5 

Lambda Start Knock Misfire I 
2 7.57 7.57 7.24 

-
2.5 8.32 8.32 8.02 , 905 9,39 879 

. 

'.5 9.96 12.19 . 

.. 

4 11 13 . . 

Now Tahie 5-8 s~ows a comp.nisun between the compression ratios needed fur Hut 

Tube and Ilormal rUllning 

Table 5-8 Compaison bfltw(l€n Hut Tube am llorTnal rlJn[)jr\j 

Lambda Start Kilock Misfire 
- ---

Normal HT Normal HT Normal l HT 

2 7.57 8.03 7,57 8,05 724 7.53 

2.5 8.32 873 832 9.28 8.02 8.43 , 9.05 9.98 9.39 11.33 879 · 

'.5 9.96 10.76 12.19 . . , · , 
4 11 13 , 11 63 . · 

It is interesti"tg to Iiole Hie difference in t~le COlllpress;on ralios neoooo for tile 

diff~rent running wndltiuns wilen comparinil Hot Tube and normal running 

Thc lad th«t the cOlllpres~ion ralio needed for Slartin!l was conSistently higher lor the 

Hot Tube G<lll be explained in the lollowinil way Poor S(;8venilin!l of exhausl !lases 

III the Hut Tube dllrin!l eX~l<Just slroke causes dilution of the lresll chame 1I1at !lets 

compressed into th~ Hot Tube during th~ next cycle. This dilution causes an inGrea~e 

in the iilnition d~ldy and to now obtain complete GOlllDustiorl of all Ule ch«rge in the 

comhusliO"l ch.8ml:>cr. 1I1C comp~ssion r<Jtio Ilecds to be hiyh~r to get thc diluted 

portion of tile mixture in tlw Hot Tube to <Jutoiynltc. 
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Tilis is all unexpe<.:ted result as the comhllstion mod€1 5Ug{Jested tllelt the heelt 

transfer from the wall of the Hot Tube to the ccmpressed gas wOlild heat the gas 

sufficiffltty to make it autoignite before the blilk gas in the main part of the 

combusti(:(l chamher. The effect of e~hau5t residuals were not taken into account 

explicitly in the rnodel but the work done by Lmdleui (2005) suggested that the level 

ot dilution expected in the Hot Tube would not infhu,mce the ignition delay 

significantly If poor s('-avenging is the reason for tile poor performance of the Hot 

Tube, the dilutioll clearly 11as a much greater influence theln exper.ted 

Lowest compression ratios needed for 
complete combustion (starting) 

L~mbda 

Figure 5-3 Comparison at oompression ralios ~eeded for com~ete comblJStio~ 

Not much can be said aoout the difference in compreSSion ratio at kuock~lg 

coudibons because the measurem8<1ts tak8ll with the Hot Tube fitted were much less 

accurate than those for rlormal runrling without the HoI Tube This is due to 

combustion chamber reS(:(larlce effects as m9r1tioned earlier. !I.·tuCll lower levelS of 

pressure oscillalklns (knock) were d€teclahle under normal rUrlning conditions and 

therefore all the compressklrl ralios measured are lower 

5_2_1_2 Comparisun uf ht'at rt'it'ast' 

As disC<Jssed under "Hot Tube ignition" in Chapter 2 the use of the Hot TLkle was uot 

only intended to initi<lte HCCI combustion, but to also lower the rate of heelt release 
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(ROHR) by prolonging combustion, 8y analySing the in·cylinder pressure data, tile 

rdtes of heat release <lnd total heat releaSed (THR) can be (.<Jlculated A conlpdrison 

betvliccn the IlCat release rates will tllerefore slled furtller light on the etlectiveness of 

the Hot Tube The method tor C<llcul<lting ROHR dnd THR is discussed in Appendix 

B 

Figcres 5·4 - 5·8 below ShOW d conlldrison of tile hedt reledse r<ltes between f-J.()t 

Tube ;:!nd normal running The g(a~lS show the r .. tes of heat release for the different 

A"values wllere for each A-value tile conllressiOll ratio was tile same for Hot Tube 

and normal running. 
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Figure 5·4 CompJrison oil"'es of he'" rele~se <II A = 2 
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Comparative Rates of Heal Release _l. z 2.5 
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Figure 5·7 COnlpiJrison of rates of Ileat release at I. = 3,5 
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Figure 5·8 Comparison ot rJtes of ~eal reteaoe aI A = 4 

1- ~' '''m ~1l 
' _ Hot TUb~ 1 

FrOm Fig. 5-4 - 5·!J a clear trend is visihle '....-here tile heat release for Hot Tube 

runnillg occurs I<Jter and the rate is lower than urJ(ier nOrmJI runnir>g conditions 

Agij~l. Ulis C<Jn only he explained by the IJct that there ijre more exhaust residuals 
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present under Hot Tube rUrllllltg conditions colTlpared to norrnJI runnirl{l Diluting the 

mixture delays hmt relcJ50 Jnd <l150 lowers the r.:Ite of heat release, 

This is also <In unexpected result It was HIOUght th<lt Hie Hot Tube wculd advance 

autoignition b'Jt jUdging by these results it;s cleany not the case 

The use of the Hot Tube l'.iluses the combustion chillllber to have an irregul<lr shape 

and it seems that this geometrical effect overrides any 0/ the other expected effects 

As W<lS shown in section 5,1.1 the Hot Tube temperature has no effect on ell{line 

operation and this strerl{lthens the ar!JUment that its therrll<ll effect is IIOt nearly as 

grmt as was expected, It has to be said that the Hot Tube temperature could only be 

controlled to values up to 400'C, It was limited by the heating e~llIent used Further 

work could include finding a way to heat the Hot Tube to hig~ler tempcrdtures <lnd 

seeing whether this has any effect 

5.2.1.3 Comparison of total heat relea~ed 

Figures 5-9 - 5-13 sllOw a comparison 0/ the total heat released for the different A

values 

Comparative Total Haat Released - A '" 2.0 
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F;gure 5-9 Colnparison 01 total ~eat releasl'<.J - A = 2 
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Comparative Total Heat Released - A "2.5 
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Figure 5·10 Comp~riYln of total hHat rRiHasoo - A = 2.5 
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Figure 5·13 Comr;Jrison of totJl ~Jt released· A = 4 
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Fi!lures 5-9 - 5-13 SllOW that lor each case total heat releClsed is Iow~r Nwn u~illg 

the Hot Tulle Tflis can be Clttnbuted to the incrms~d amollnt of resk1ual g:lS8S 

presenl dUTIng Hoi Tube runnirg Dlle 10 the r~sidllClls less fud and air Ciln enter tile 
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cylinder than during normal running. Less fllel in the cylinder me<lns less enerny and 

Ihis reflecls cle<l~y on Ihe qr<lj)hs. AI A =:1 and A = 4 the difference is substantial anrl 

can not only be due to the "resence of resirluals It is suspected Ih21 in<lccurate 

fllellirtg caliSed Ihese discrep;mcies. The method used 10 obtain tile data. from which 

tlle5e qrap!ls were derived, was 10 firsl rlln Ihe eniline with the Hot Tube fitted and 

then remove the Hot Tlibe and repeat the runs at the different A-v<llues. The fuellinil 

is <ldjuslerl nl<lniially on Ihe engine <lnd Ihe <lir/fuel r<llio is c!wcked usinil a larnbda 

sensor. This ;s <l ralher crude mel hod <lnd Iherefore il is irnpossible to be sure that 

tile exact seune amount of fuel was injeded tor the roo '1.lnS at each A-v<llile 

TO confirm Ihe reslJlts s!1own <loove <lnolher lesl was run The result is s.hown in Fig 

5-14 

Comparative Total Heat Released 

= 
30 

5: 200 , , ,~ 
~JJ'~~ 

r'j 
-

• 
" , '00 • I -j; -

~ ;0 

" 
0 --/ , , , 

" , , _20 t ~ W , 0 , w 
" • ;0 

Figure 5·14 Comp:Jrison nftnta! heat released with iucllirtg kept constant 

This time tile ciot Tube was in place forlhe first run <lnd then rerllo~ed for the second 

run. The fuelling was not <ldjllsted at <lll between tile lwo runs and Ihus the result can 

be considered repmt<lble. This proverl beyond doolJl Ihal 10101 heat released W;J5 

lower when Ilsirlf] the Hot Tube 
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In all cases, the ralculiitr:d heat relea~ results obtlined rorreliite well witll tile 

tlleoretiwl amount of heat that should be reteased for conlDiete combustion based 

on fuel m<l5S flow <lnd tlle calorific value of the tuel 

5.2.1.4 Cu .... elatiun \~ith cumhustiun mudel 

Having obtlined all the expcrimentll results sholNtl and disrus~d eloove, it c;m now 

be compared to tlle results [)recficted by Ule cornbustion rnodel. Table 5-9 gives tlle 

predicted combustion phasing for Hot Tube and normal rurming and comp;lres it to 

Ule <lctlk11 results obtained frorn the engine, The actual results were obtained by 

noting the start of the main he<lt release on the ROHR gr<lphs (Figs, 5·4 - 5-8). 

Table 5·9 Comparisotl of prc'dicled aoo actlJ1l1 combilslion pilasir>;J (Unit ·ATDe) 

"' NDrm~1 

Lambda CR Predicted Actual Predicted Actual , ,; " " '" 
, 

'" , , ,,' 82 " ; ' , , ; ' , 92 __ 1 " ," ," , , ,,' 11.0 ;' ·11 " ,; ' ·1 3:_ , 14.0 ,;' ·13" ,;' ·1 5" 

The prr:dictcd r[;Sults correi<lte feliriy well with tlw elctuell results obtained especially 

for normal running. Tile predicted results lor Hot Tube running do not correlate with 

actual results <lS well <lS with normal running. The reasons for this were discussed in 

5.2.1.2 elnd 5.2.1.3. For the least it C;Hl l)C s;lid thelt the results are directionally 

ronsistent with <l reelsonahle spread 

5.2.1.5 Summary 

Table 5·10. gives sonleturtller results 01 Ule analysis of cylinder pressure d:Jta from 

Ule tests done witll n·Heptane. In Ule table CA 10 <lnd CA 50 are the Crank Angles at 

which 10% and 50% of the tot<ll he<lt had llcen releasr:d, respccbvely 

For flach condition CA 50 cormsponds well with the position at which the rn.1xirnum 

rate of heelt rcleelse hilppenr:d. This is a trend thilt is in accord:Jnce with literature 

S3so1 Adwmcoo Fuflls Lahor<ltnry 
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IKalgl1algi et ai, 2003] It is also interesting to note tliat tile maxilllum rate of pressure 

rise is cOllsistenlly lower for Hot Tube rUl1ning. Tile pressure rise is caused by tile 

cOlllbustion of tile fuel and tlie ROHR determines tile rate of pressure rise, It was 

shOVIIIl previousJy that the ROHR was lower for Hot Tu~ running and it follows then 

tllat tile rate of pressure rise will be lower for the same reasons. 

Table 5_10 F"rt~er results of the n-Heptane tests 

LAMBDA 
Test 

Condition 
Max dPldt 
(bariCAD) 

,"R 

''I 
CA 10 CA 50 

M" 
ROHR 

(JICAD) 

Max P 
(Bar) 

Position 
M~x P 
(CAD) 

," 

" 
'" 

5.2.2 Methanol 

As was mentioned in 5,1 ,;! the engil1e coold noj be run 011 methanoj in HCCI mode 

with the Hot Tu~ in place, Removin\l the Hot Tube lIlade it possil.ilc to Tdise the CR 

to a higher icvel than wit~l the Hot Tube ill place. Tilis enabled HCCI running and the 

pressure trace. rak of heat release and totailleat released are shown in f~ 5-15-

5-17. 
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Methanol HCCI 

eo 
70--

7 '. '-~ 
'C 60 
• ) " ~ 50 , 

<0 / , , , 
/ " • '" • -- A , 

'" "~-:: • 
10 

" -15 -10 -5 " 5 10 " '" " '" " <0 " 5" 
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Figure 5_15 MethiOlrlOl HCCI pressure IrJce 
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Figure 5-16 Rale 01 heat releasH 
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"C 
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Total Heat Released 
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CAD 

Figure 5-17 TotaillCal released 

, 
THR' 

It is wurth nuting the ~ir>gle ~t<Jge Iie<lt rele<l&e ul rTleth<lnol curTlp<lred lu tile two

slage heat reic<lse experienced with n-Heptlne. This is typical of non-p<lrdffinic fuels 

HCCI combustion was achieved al the following engine opera ling condilions shown 

in Table 5-11: 

Table 5-11 Engil1C operating coroditionslor HCCIlJ5in(J mClhanol 

Lambda 

T inlet 

, 
-300 K 

RPM 1000 

CR--"1 g".,",C-

No direct wlllp<lri~un C<ln tJe rTlade between Hot Tube <lnd nurmal running with 

meillanol since HCCI was only achieved without Ihe Hoi Tube, but only beC<lu~e Ule 

CR could be raised 10 1>3.55.1 while Ihe maximum CR tllat could be used witli Hie 

Hot Tube was only 16_61 
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5.3 Pressure Oscillations 

In-cylinder pressure oscillations were visible in severClI of the experiments in which 

tile Hot Tube w~s used It is tllought that tile presence of the Hot Tube gives the 

COlllbustiol1 chamber certain 8coustic character~tics HI8t C8use these oscillations 

These oscillations are not to be confused with oscillations c~used by knocking 

COlllhuslion for which the frequencies are much higher. Fig 5-18 shows a typical 

examrle of these oscillatiollS in a test oone with II-Heptane at !.. = 4. Tilree 

consecutive traces 8re showu 

Further iuvestigatioll illtO possible iu-cylinLler acoustic vibrdtions showed that the 

chClracteristic frequencies experienced in the experiments do not correl;)te with <'HlY 

known acoustic vibrcltion modes. Tile frequencies are mUCh !o\o\o'Elr auo T8ble 5-12 

cornpares the IlleasureLl frequellCies to the possible resonant frequenCies given by 

CS Draper's aGOustic theory (1938) 

Cylinder pressure oscillations 

" ' c-----';:~::~::::._ __________ ----------I GO 1. .o-i" ,,--...._,. 

~ 50 +---7 ---------------~--------------
rn -;; 40 +-__________ ~~ __ _ 
~ 30 f----------------------------'-------, 
"'" ---------------3 
lDt---
ct---__ ----____ ---~-- ----' 

_'5 _10 _5 10 '.5 2D 25 30 35 

C., 

Figure 5-18 Cy~rder pr~s"",e traces soo".,;ng pressure oscilialiorlS 
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Table 5-12 Comparison of measured and theoretical resonant frequencies 

Mode Frequency (Hz:) 

Measured Frequency ±2200 

First Circumferential 4616 

Second Circumferential 7649 

First Radial 10532 

Third Circumferential 9602 

This is a surprising result and the only possible explanation that can be given for 

these oscillations are that the presence of the Hot Tube changes the combustion 

chamber's acoustic properties significantly and therefore Draper's theory for 

calculating resonant frequencies does not apply. Since acoustic analysis is not the 

focus of this study, it will be left at that and be recommended as a point for further 

investigation. 

Pressure oscillations were also present during tests without the Hot Tube, but their 

frequencies correlate with those found under knocking conditions in SI engines and 

the ones calculated from Draper's theory. Studies by Eng (2002) and Vressner et al. 

(2003) on pressure oscillations during HCCI combustion came to a Similar conclusion 

and thus this phenomenon can be attributed to known acoustic behaviour under rapid 

pressure rise rates. 

Sasel Advanced Fuels laboratory 
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations· 

6. 1 Effectiveness of the Hot Tube igniter 

lit The Hot Tube proved to be ineffective in initiating or advancing HCCI 

combustion at all the conditions tested. It was expected that the Hot Tube 

would advance or promote HCCI combustion, but in all cases it retarded 

combustion. It is believed that poor scavenging of the Hot Tube causes 

dilution of the mixture at the end of compression and this had a more 

pronounced effect on ignition delay than was expected. 

lit The temperature of the Hot Tube was too low to induce hot surface ignition of 

the mixture. The maximum temperature the tube could be heated to was 

400"C and this was limited by the heating element used. Therefore the only 

way that the tube could influence combustion was by transfening heat to the 

mixture to shorten the ignition delay. 

lit The Hot Tube was effective in lowering the rate of pressure rise in all the 

cases tested. This could be a useful finding as it shows that by introducing an 

irregularity into the combustion chamber, combustion duration is increased. 

lit The Ricardo E6 proved to be a suitable engine for HCCI research and the 

improvements made to the existing engine setup makes it possible to use the 

engine for further HCCI research and testing. 

6.2 Recommendations for further work and system 

improvements 

Recommendations for further work include the following: 

lit Experiment with the use of higher Hot Tube temperatures to determine 

whether it has any effect on combustion. 

lit Although it may be technically challenging, experiment with irregulariy shaped 

combustion chambers to see if it can reduce the rate of pressure rise dUring 

combustion. 

Sasol Advanced Fuels laboratory 
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Recommendations for system improvements include the following: 

., Currently the amount of fuel that is injected into the engine is determined by a 

lambda sensor in the exhaust and adjusted manually by turning a dial on the 

control unit. It is recommended that a more reliable and repeatable way is 

found to measure fuel flow. All the instrumentation is in place, it is merely a 

matter of sorting out the LabView application to read inputs and calculate 

values correctly_ 

., Related to the first point above is another software issue. As was mentioned, 

the engine is fitted with all the necessary instrumentation to enable online 

condition monitoring. A great deal of effort was spent to try and set up a 

LabView-based application to read and display various operating parameters, 

but a lack of computer programming expertise and some electronic bugs got 

the better of the author. It is therefore recommended that an expert be 

appOinted to sort out these problems and set up a reliable and user friendly 

control and condition monitoring software application. 

Sasel Advanced Fuels Laboratory 
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Determination of the effectiveness of a Hot Tube igniter for initiating HCCI combustion 
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Apper)jix 

Appendices 

Appendix A - Modifications to the Ricardo E6 Engine 

Fuel Injection System 

In its original form th0 RicClrdo E6 w~s fitlod with ~ l'.ilrh\lmtlor for fuel supply to the 

engine 11 was fed from a fuel lank moullted 011 an ancient wooden cabinet A pipette 

WClS uscd for fuel flow measurement and was also mounted on the original r<lhirl0t 

Fillure A-1 SllOWS lIle orillinal cabinet 

Figure A·1 T~ origin~1 r~birlet tKxJSirtl the fuel tank ar)j fU€1 flow measurement pipet 

For this project tile fitmenl 01 a Iuel injection system WClS Cl nlXessity. It was decided 

to desilln and build the system in-house Clnd to ke0p it ClS simple as possible For this 

reason all lIle system Ilardware used was dlosen to be re~dily ClYCliliih10. Tho fuel 

pump. pressure regulator and injector are all stand~rd Bosch units while Ule two fuel 

tilters (higll and low press.ure) Clre GUD units acquimd from a local motor spdres 

dmler 
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Appendix 

Tile electronic controi board was designed to take a triggflr input from tile cra-lk 

angle encoder and use a p<Jlse width mOdulator to control the duration 01 the injection 

pUIS% 08Sed on an input from a manually operated ~t Figure A-2 shows an flarly 

version 01 tile board used and Figure A3 shows thfl final fUfll system 

Figure A-2 Eariy version of th~ ·1r~eLtio" cnntml bo;lfd 

Figure A-3 The lu", irjection syslCm 
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Appendix 

The Iuel injectur was calibrated (0 determine (he range uf pulse width uutputs needed 

and the calibrcltion CUI\!e) is shown in Figur~ A-4 

Injector Characteristic Curve 
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Figure A_4 Injector calHxation curve 

T~l[) ~nginc is fitkd with a laminar flow e)ie)mcnt for air flow Ill€asurement and tllis 

W<lS <llso c<llibrated for ttl[) purpose) of being ablc to determine air/fuel ratiu. The 

c..,libration cUl\!e is Siiown in Figure A-5 

AirVolume Flow Chart for Ricardo E6 LFM 
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Figure A-5 C31ibration ClW'.lC for lho Imnir13r nnw elemoot 
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Dynamometer Controller 

Tile dyn:lmometer r.olltroller thOlt was uscd Oil the origin:lt E6 eng,ne W:lS d very 

clumsy manually operated unit thOlt did not support intermittent engine running very 

well Swilching betNeen motOrirtg :lnd lo<Jding condilions W:lS difficult dnd it WdS 

impossible to keep eflg~le speed constdnt during intermittent engine running The 

dynamometer uscd is essentiOllly a DC motor and it W:lS decided to fit a new 

electronic OC drive to control the electric motor_ With this unit tiw speed r.:ln be kept 

constclnt :lnd tile drive then :lutom:ltiC:llly switches betwoon iTlotoring d~d load~lg 

conditions to iTldintdin the set speed F~ure A-G and A·? show the old wntroller :lnd 

new DC drive respectively 

Figure A·S Tile old dyndrrKl!Tletl!r contmlll!r 
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Appemix 

Figure A·7 rhe new DC Drive u,.-,w lor dynamometer control 

Thc following PCI9cS "rc cxccrpts from thc instruction manllal for Ihe DC Drive 
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DC400 
Thyristor power converter 
for DC drive systems 

20 to 1000 A 

9 to 522 kW 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

Sasol 1I,(I'Ii~t'\Goo Fuel. Labor-.. lury 
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Appendix 

6 Operating Instructions 
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Apper.:jix 

Appendix B - Heat Release Calculation Method 

Using in·cylinder pressure history to <In<llyse combustion is <l recognised technique 

fwnd in literature [Heywood, 1»&11 For this study it was used as a me<lns to 

compare Hot Tul!e anu normal running 01 Hie engine by c<llcuiating the rdtes of he,ll 

rele<lse <lnd tot<ll he<lt rde<lsed <lS <l function of crank <lngle degrees 

The eqlJ<ltion used for c<llculating the combustion energy (he<lt) rele<lse r<lte w<lS <lS 

follows afKJ the full derivation can be fwnd in Heywood (1988) pp, 385·387 

The first two terms on the right logether represeot the sensible energy dl.mge <lnd 

work tr.msfer to Ule piston wtlile the third and fourth represent the energy ch<loge 

due to crevice effects ,md the he,lt lr<lnsfer to the walls respectively Ttle first term 

oQ" ,lnd the crevice and heat release terms on Ule right are often combined <lnd <lre 

then termed net lle<Ji re/c"se. This net he<ll reie<lse rille W<lS used during analysis of 

data durillg Ulis study 

The lle<lt rele,lse !<lte is \~llclJl<lted <It every data poillt captured anu are displayed in 

the various graphs in Ctlapter 5, Total heat released is c<llculated by using the heat 

release rate to determine the actual <lfTlO(Jnt of he<lt rele<lsed for e,lch data P01llt and 

summing these v<llues over the whole comb\lstion cycle 
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